
English Lunch Blog（（（（May 11-15, 2015）））） 

 

Hello all. 

I hope everyone is studying hard for this semester. Did everyone enjoy 
golden week? I didn't do much other than study and some housework. I 
did go to Ikeburuko twice though. I went to an anime exhibition for 
Durarara. For anyone who has not watched Durarara, it is set in 
Ikeburuko and as you watch the anime you can see a lot of the 
landmarks which are famous. It is very strange watching the anime if you 
have been to Ikeburuko because you know where the scenes are 
theoretically taking place. It was fun, and there were lots of cosplays 
because of the exhibition.  

Sunshine city has lots of really cool places if you like anime. It has J-
World, a pokemon centre and is next to a whole street of anime shops. 
Sunshine city also has an aquarium. The aquarium is really cool, but a 
little expensive. I have been to three aquariums in Japan. Sunshine City, 
Tokyo Sea Life Park and Okinawa Aquarium. Okinawa's is the best 
because of the whale sharks but Sunshine city's Aquarium was second 
best to me. The big tank had lots of amazing fish in it!  

 

 

I hope everyone had a good holiday. 

 

Nicole 



English Lunch Blog（（（（May 11-15, 2015）））） 

 

On Monday (05/11) Nicole and I went to the room to have the English 

Lunch, in the beginning nobody showed up but after 10 minutes two  

Japanese students came in and they were willing to play a game. We 

started to play Hangman and the Japanese students were really fanatic 

and into the game, after a few games they said that they learned some 

new vocabulary while playing Hangman. 

This Monday was better than other days because most of the time 

nobody or only one student shows up so when two Japanese students 

show up thats different and much better. From Monday on I've actually 

become sick and today I'm writing the Friday part of this blog but I'm still 

sick so I'm afraid that I wont be able to join English Lunch today. 

-Mark 


